
Used Motor Oil Coalition (UMOC) Overview 
 
Preface  
Earth 911 is a for-profit environmental company. It defines our place; a company who works hard 
to deliver value to its partners, or cease to exist. 
 
For this reason, Earth 911 is the right partner to work with the industry to develop a Used Oil 
Initiative - UMOC.  Earth 911 is a politically neutral information platform that is uniquely 
positioned with government and industry. We have the ability to help deliver a message of 
stewardship to the media, an education message of individual responsibility to consumers, and a 
sustainable message of profitability to shareholders, all while delivering a better planet for our 
children.  
 
Earth 911 is not a charity accepting donations, but a company like yours with shareholders, 
delivering a valuable service to an industry that provides compounded return on investment.  
 
Strategy  
UMOC strategy for 2008 is to increase baseline collection of oil by a predetermined percentage 
each year (some have suggested 5% that is TBD) and to use the increase in collection as a public 
relations tool to communicate with government, shareholders, consumers and the media.  
 
Through partnership with API, Earth 911 and the members of the industry, we have the ability to 
deliver a credible message to market that accomplishes more than just providing better data 
about the scope of the problem. It gives each member company and API tools to show that the 
industry is concerned about the planet and the impact their products can have when disposed of 
improperly. 
 
UMOC is a strategic partnership at a critical time; before issues arise legislatively or shareholder 
confidence is damaged by pending or future issues with Used Oil. Shrinking water supplies and 
water quality issues are surrounding many communities in the U.S. and abroad and the potential of 
Used Oil to be a seen as a significant contributor to water issues in the future is a potential 
problem. By acting today, we can work together to decrease the extent of improper disposal and 
develop a program that shows the industry is forward thinking about issues surrounding our 
environment.  
 
Through this coalition, the industry can speak as one voice with an environmental partner (and 
potentially governmental partners like the EPA and DOE as well), deliver one message and each 
share the brand and shareholder benefits.  
 
This coalition will: 
 

1. Provide accurate data on DIY recycling rates 
2. Make changes in those rates by engaging DIY’ers on their level 
3. Report those findings to shareholders, media, legislators, regulators and consumers 
4. Create long lasting educational tools that will work to solve the problem for future 

shareholders and executives 
5. Increase positive perception of the industry today and in the future.  
6. Develop relationships and support from federal, state and municipal levels that are 

concerned with Used Oil Collection 
7. Engage existing Used Oil Programs to work together to support the effort 

 
This is your program – all use of funds will be reported back to the member companies and API 
through quarterly and annual reports.  
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Used Motor Oil Coalition Overview 
 
Need for the Coalition 
Commercial service companies comprising the DIFM market (Do-it-for-me) have been early 
adopters of responsible used motor handling, according to the DOE nearly 100% of the DIFM 
market waste oil is collected and recovered. Yet, even in states like California well below 40 
percent of “do-it-yourself” (DIY) consumers have adopted sustainable practices. Unfortunately 
there is no accurate national data that properly reflects current recycling rates and the DOE 
stated in its 2005 report that they estimate collection of DIY oil at 16% of what is recoverable 
leaving 348 million gallons uncollected.  Yet, the reality remains that DIY’ers are willing to act 
responsibly if they are made of proper disposal procedures and the impact of improper disposal. 
This presents a significant opportunity for a coalition voice and coordinated educational campaign 
speaking directly to DIY’ers with a clear message of responsibility. 
 
The coalition opportunity establishes the perfect venue for members to proactively deliver a 
unified message on product stewardship. A campaign such as the proposed Used Motor Oil 
Coalition (the Coalition) gives each company a powerful way to communicate to shareholders, 
legislators and regulators the tangible results of effective self-regulation and consumer-oriented 
education.  
 
Introduction 
In 2004 survey of California DIY’ers a staggering 55 percent reported they knew of “no specific 
impacts of used oil.  
 
Awareness and education are the key elements in proper disposal of used motor oil. Once 
educated, a consumer is significantly more likely to properly dispose in the future.  Additionally, 
awareness campaigns related to the issue tap into growing trends around responsible consumer 
and investor action and position coalition members and their brands as proactive leaders. 
 
Earth 911 is taking the lead on this project and will provide support, creative (if required), 
development, manpower and reporting for the campaign. The campaign will be 3 years in length 
with a series of “go or no go” benchmarks that will allow the member companies to decide on the 
level of funding after the proof of concept year (2008). 
 
Campaign Target 
The initial target of the UMOC campaign is the DIY consumer of oil products.  The demographic 
breakdown of the DIY consumer varies by market and in the U.S. includes both English and Spanish 
speaking citizens. The DIY’er is typically male, 18-34.  
 
Earth 911 recognizes that each company has spent a great deal of money and effort targeting 
the DIY’er. Therefore, ways to target, methods used, messages to deliver, etc. will be based on 
input from all members of the Coalition.  
  
Establishing a Baseline 
To measure success we must establish baseline data.  We propose retaining Scarborough Research 
or a similar 3rd party surveying company to conduct a National Motor Oil Recycling Survey to 
establish a credible baseline. Scarborough currently measures DIY Oil Filter/Oil Change habits in 
20 categories (from media viewing to beverage consumption).  
 
Scarborough surveys more than 200,000 people nationwide, ages 18+, in 80 markets, including 
30,000 Hispanics using a two-stage survey method which includes a 15-minute telephone interview 
followed by a mailed survey booklet and journal.  
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We can acquire highly-targeted custom information on national awareness and participation in oil 
recycling through Scarborough’s re-contact program.  
 
By doing extensive surveying to establish the baseline rate of recycling nationally and also 
tracking statewide recycling rates, we have the ability to provide much needed data on DIY 
recycling rates and habits to Federal, State, and Municipal governments and report back our 
successes to these parties, the media, and shareholders of the member companies. Thus allowing us 
to engage existing programs and help them to make better decisions in targeting DIYers in their 
states.  
 
Additional data will be collected at intervals throughout the campaign using the same technique. 
 
Additionally, user data captured by the Coalition Web site will be used to identify trends. The 
web site will capture information on change of practice and will provide detailed reports for use 
in promoting the success of industry efforts.  
 
Contest participation, media event attendance etc can also be used to gauge the effectiveness of 
the messaging being delivered.  
 
Press Coverage 
Through a Coalition Web site based newsroom, Earth 911 will create a resource for the media 
and an ongoing repository of published efforts—extending the life of news items across multiple 
cycles and generating brand and industry momentum. 
 
Additionally, we will produce video highlights outlining the campaign, its successes, press coverage, 
highlights of the reports, video from local events, etc. Video reports will be targeted to 
shareholders and available to Coalition Members for distribution or online and onsite display.    
 
Marketing and Creative Development 
Marketing strategy and related creative elements will be developed with input from Coalition 
Members. We suggest a coalition meeting to nominate potential vendors for creative and 
placement and then later select a vendor from that pool. 
 
Annual Report 
The Coalition will develop an annual report that will be given to the members, shareholders, 
legislators, federal and state regulatory offices, etc.   The report will include a summary of all 
Coalition efforts and will include issue progress, visitors to the Web site, public events, and press 
coverage.    
 
International Expansion of the Earth 911 Database 
With Earth 911, “local” can be a global concept. Through our partnership with the EPA’s 
international office, Earth 911 is working to identify both governmental and environmental 
contacts within each country and expand our database of local recycling information.  In 2008, we 
plan to add significant locations in Europe allowing for expansion of the program into that market 
in 2009. Additional expansions will occur based on member interest.  
 
Government/Corporate Events 
Earth 911 is uniquely qualified to position API and Coalition members as leaders in awareness, 
education and solutions for recycling and sustainability.  Engaged as a partner, we will leverage 
established credibility with campaign momentum to target government agencies, regulators, and 
legislators.  
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Key objectives include: 

 Illustrating effective grassroots response from consumers 

 Sharing measurable progress of positive impact on the issue  

 Creating advocates within government that actively voice industry efforts on promoting 
product stewardship 

 Reducing the risks of mandates and regulation by showcasing the actions and results of 
industry leadership 

 
These goals are best accomplished by generating high-value, grassroots discussion in targeted 
states and in Washington, D.C.  To launch this connected local effort, we propose a national tour 
using a Class A, fully-branded RV as the backdrop, educational videos, promotional items, 
brochures and grassroots outreach. The tour clearly creates effective educational opportunities for 
the DIY’er while also generating numerous local opportunities to showcase brand and industry 
efforts in promoting responsible consumer action.   
 
The (eco-friendly if possible) RV will be branded with the campaign message as well as Coalition 
member branding and logos. It will serve as both an educational and a promotional element for 
the participating brands by positioning them as environmental leaders.  
 
The road tour will generate local and national PR, while also educating DIY’ers.  
 
In addition to these governmental events, the Coalition may consider visiting the corporate 
headquarters of strategic partners such as Wal-Mart, Auto Zone, Kragen, visiting your corporate 
offices and participating in state collection efforts as needed.  
   
Measuring Success 
Success can be calculated in a number of ways including:  

 Regulator and agency participation in press events 

 Strengthened relationships among legislators and regulators 

 Visitors to the Web site searching for local recycling information 

 Positive press surrounding the campaign 

 Positioning of the brands as the leaders in “green”  

 Changes in perception of the industry  

 Change of habits from the established baseline 
  
During the first year—proof of concept phase—we will begin the process of establishing 
standards of measurement and benchmarks to be used throughout the tenure of the campaign.  
 
One credible method for measuring success is the number of unique visitors to the Web site who 
request an address to their local recycling center. Earth 911 will generate reports on this data 
quarterly and the results of success will be used to power media initiatives. These results will also 
be available to participating brands for use in promoting their own efforts in the coalition.  
  
Return on Investment 
The historic collaboration of industry leaders on the high profile issue of responsible handling of 
used motor oil will create a dramatic and lasting impact among consumers, legislators and 
shareholders.   When brands are tied to the “splash” created by awareness and education, a 
clear advantage is established between those leading changing and non-participating brands.  As 
Wal-Mart CEO Lee Scott recently shared, this advantage effectively establishes a concept of 
premium value in the minds of consumers and shareholders. 
  
"What I thought was going to be a defensive strategy is turning out to be precisely the opposite." 
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Lee Scott, Walmart CEO – “The Green Machine,” FORTUNE Magazine. 
 
 Participation in the Used Motor Oil Coalition will generate the following returns: 
  

 Brand affiliation with the high profile, high value cause increases brand loyalty 
 

 Public Relations benefit through increased positive perception of the industry 
 

 Reduction/Elimination of mandates and/or increased regulation  
 

 Development and extension of a broad base of grassroots support for the responsible 
leadership of the industry which will be valuable when future regulatory issues arise. 

 

 Increased shareholder loyalty by positioning the industry as a leader in sustainability 
 

 Value to the brand from the traditional and online advertising elements 
 

 Access to the toolbox of generic (brandable) messaging, press releases, donut 
commercials, licensed use of trademarks on products, partnership information on yours and 
our sites, ability to provide recycling information for your brand on your site.  

 
* For additional brand value points please refer to the “Points of Engagement” addendum to this 
document.  
  
Used Motor Oil Coalition Web site Plan 
 
We suggest using API’s UsedOil.org URL or another generic industry site, powering the backend of 
the site with Earth 911 information and search database and building it on our platform that can 
capture and track data on users of the site.   
 
The basic Web site will include the following sections:  
 
Collection Locator: The collection site locator is an application that will sit prominently on the Web 
site. Users can input their city or zip code and receive a list of oil collection centers near their 
location.  This licensed data feed is provided from the Earth 911 site to the Coalition Web site. 
 
Content: Top quality neutral content on the impact of proper disposal, tools to remind DIY’ers 
about proper disposal, information on best practices, safe transport etc.  
 
Sweepstakes: To enter the sweepstakes, one must submit a photo of him or herself taking their 
used motor oil to a collection center.   They will be entered into a sweepstakes with a chance to 
win if they get “caught in the act” of recycling.  This will serve as a "proof of change" and provide 
a visual element of people actually disposing of their motor oil properly.   We can create a 
section of the site where all submitted photos/videos can be viewed and even integrate them into 

a YouTube video and/or television commercial.    
 
Viral Marketing: This section will include the ability to view submitted pictures of DIY’ers recycling 
their used motor oil. The site will also be sharable with others through email and link sharing to the 
ad elements of the campaign (i.e. post commercials on YouTube and give users the ability to email 
links to those commercials).   
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Sharing Function: Many women (and children) are looking for tools to engage the DIY’er they live 
with about his environmental impact, the site will provide the tools needed to share the need for 
product stewardship 
 
Web Site Traffic Data 
In addition to the follow-up surveying performed at intervals throughout the campaign, we will use 
data collected from the Web site to gauge the success of the campaign.  
 
Through the Web site we can maintain records about visitors, zip codes searched, and 
participation in the sweepstakes program. This data will be reported to the Coalition members 
each quarter.  
 
From the data, we can create press releases about the impact of the campaign. We will promote 
the results on the Web site and through PR campaigns to consumers, shareholders, media and 
governmental representatives.  
 
The web site can be on a “permission marketing” platform that will allow users to submit 
information on their habits. The site will then deliver marketing messages to them at intervals of 
engagement (90 days after last oil change etc.) 
 
Public Relation Plan 
 
Introduction 
The Used Motor Oil Coalition has an opportunity to play a significant role in increasing the amount 
of used motor oil that is collected in the United States.  Through a comprehensive public relation 
campaign, the Coalition can change the way consumers think about recycling used motor oil and 
encourage consumers to take personal action to recycle used oil.  The campaign will position the 
industry as environmental stewards by proactively communicating your role in raising awareness 
about the importance of properly disposing of this important resource. 
 
The goals of the PR Campaign are: 

1.) Position the industry as leaders working to protect the environment; 
2.) Increase the rate of used motor oil recycling by “do-it-yourself” mechanics (English and 

Spanish speaking); and 
3.) Inform policymakers and the public about the environmental benefits of used oil recycling 

and the efforts of the Coalition to promote responsible motor oil use. 
 

Central Themes 
The public information campaign has two central themes around which specific messages will be 
crafted: 

1.) The motor oil industry is doing its part to ensure that its consumers act responsibly and 
protect natural resources. 

2.) Recycling used motor oil is a critical element of environmental protection. 
--It’s easy and it’s the right thing to do. 
--DIY’ers should take pride in a job done right. 

 
Campaign Hooks 
The public information campaign will be structured around several initiatives that will generate 
media coverage and produce educational tools around used motor oil recycling.  The Coalition 
may opt to change or add to these initiatives as they see fit. 
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 DIY RV Tour: As a public education element of the campaign to promote used motor oil 
recycling, the Coalition will charter a RV that will offer giveaways, conduct 
demonstrations, and act as a gathering point for grassroots media. The appearance of the 
RV in a community will serve as an event for local press coverage.  Public officials, 
including elected policymakers, could be invited to appear at the event. 

 Advertising Campaign: A press campaign will be launched touting the creative, and goals 
of the paid ad and grassroots advertising campaign. 

 Sweepstakes/Contests: Online and in store contest opportunities create viral messaging 
tools and can play a vital role on the site by prompting users to register enter to win and 
invite others to participate. Additionally, grassroots media coverage will be generated 
around announcement of local winners.   

 Secondary Education: By promoting the educational aspects of the campaign, we can 
deliver a strong message to the public and to the media that this industry cares about 
product stewardship 

 
Elements of Earth 911 PR plan 
The Earth 911 team will work with API to conduct media outreach in relation to many of the items 
outlined above.  The media outreach efforts will promote campaign milestones by using the 
following tactics: 

 Issuing press releases and advisories; 

 Scheduling radio and TV interviews on local, regional and national outlets; 

 Celebrity press conferences and meet-ups; 

 Inclusion of a compelling print and electronic press kit (according to budget); 

 Hosting press conferences (according to budget) 
 
In order to track news coverage and highlights of the campaign, Earth 911 will develop and 
manage a newsroom on the Web site to create a resource for the media and an ongoing 
repository of published efforts—extending the life of news items across multiple cycles and 
generating brand and industry momentum. 
 
Additionally, Earth 911 will produce video highlights outlining the campaign, its successes, press 
coverage, highlights of the reports, video from local events, etc. Video reports will be targeted to 
shareholders and available to Coalition Members for distribution or online and onsite display.    

 
PR Milestones 
Every campaign hook will also provide “milestones” to communicate with the media.  

 
Examples of media-worthy campaign milestones include:  

 The launch of the RV Tour (and subsequent stops in local media markets); 

 Additional celebrities joining the campaign (NASCAR drivers etc.) 

 Results from surveys – “More people recycling used oil because of the campaign” 

 Number of people who have entered sweepstakes, announcement of the winner 

 Successful ad campaign progress and related “buzz” 

 Releases of other results of the campaign at coordinated intervals  

 Reaching millions of English and Spanish speaking DIY’ers 

 Education campaign releases targeting children 
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Traditional Media Plans 
The industry and API have extensive experience targeting DIY’ers and that experience plays a 
significant role in developing the media plan for this campaign. 
 
More than half of the proposed budget for this campaign is related to marketing and creative 
development.  
 
We suggest a blend of media outlets to support the PR and PSA campaigns and see our existing 
sites as an important part of that media plan. By focusing a portion of the buy on Earth 911 and 
our sister site Beaches 911, we are driving prime traffic to the coalition message and working to 
change perception in an audience already interested in recycling their oil.  
 
Additional paid messaging could include online ad buys, Google AdWords (and equivalent) and 
traditional media.  
 
A number of states have invested into traditional media placement and those states can help us in 
understanding the challenges and successes of their past messaging. Information provided from 
these states can potentially save us resources from trial and error on use of marketing dollars.  
 
Some successful programs have used AM Radio for Hispanics, Billboards for overall perception, 
community events to engage DIY’ers at the grassroots level. 
 
Non-traditional Media Plans 
Some suggested options to maximize engagement of DIY’ers are to focus attention on grassroots 
programs that have high impact on DIY’ers. 
 
Programs like: 
 

 Targeting children and using them to deliver messaging at home (coloring contests, 
giveaway, prize for telling someone, etc. 

 Sweepstakes on the site or in store that give the opportunity for DIY’ers to win 
cash or prizes for recycling (“Caught in the Act” in stores or submit a photo or 
video of you recycling, drawing etc.)  

 Point of sale education by working with retailers 

 Participation in Earth 911 license agreements on bottles 

Public Service Announcement Plan 

Public Service Announcements (PSAs) will be used in the campaign and can be developed as part 
of the marketing program. PSAs for the campaign will be placed in all media regardless of 
demographics for the purpose of increasing positive momentum for the industry  

Student Education 

Successful models of student engagement and education have been used in the UOMA program of 
Western Canada as well as the Florida EPA program of 1989.  

There are a number of lessons that can be learned from these models and implemented into 
delivering a “next generation” campaign targeting school students.  

Inviting the EPA, DOE and educators to the table to create a secondary education program 
funded by the industry has the potential of long lasting effects in making changes in the next 
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generation of DIY’ers as well as providing a “living, breathing marketing mechanism” that can 
deliver the message at home to mom and dad.  

Additionally, it would seem an effort to target vocational shops in public schools could garner 
positive media attention and conversion of the up and coming DIY market.  

  
Sources Cited: 
Florida's Used Oil Recycling Program—21st Annual report to the Legislature , Florida Department 
of Environmental Protection, 2006. 
  
Maryland Environmental Service, Used Oil Collection Report, Maryland Department of the 
Environment. 2006. 
  
Utah Department of Environmental Quality: Used Oil Statistics. 2005 
http://www.usedoil.utah.gov/UsedOilStatistics.htm 
 
Used Oil Re-Refining to address Energy Policy Act of 2005 Section 1838 – Department of Energy 
 
 


